Routine Study and Family Arisan of the University of
Medan Area in September 2019
Routine study and gathering of the extended family of Civitas Academica of
Medan Area University were held at the Taqwa Mosque Campus I by the Haji
Agus Salim Education Foundation Medan Area University on September 21,
2019 and attended by Staff, Lecturers, Students and Internship Students.
The Family Arisan / Routine Study was also attended by Medan Area University
Chancellor, Academic Vice Chancellor, Administrative Chancellor Vice, Student
Chancellor Vice, Vice Chancellor on Collaboration, Deans, and Medan
University Functionaries.

The lecturer in this study was Ustadz Dr. Azhari Akmal Tarigan, MA, the material
that Ustadz conveyed was about the Muharram Month commemoration, Ustadz
argued about the Fall of the 1st Muharram on the Hijri calendar at the time of the
Prophet Muhammad Shallallahu 'alaihi wasallam Hijraj from the City of Mecca
to the City of Medina at the time of the Isra' Mi 'event raj. After that, he also said
that Hijra is not only a personal change but includes a bigger thing, among others,
that Hijrah is a context that is related to the changes of the Age such as sacrifice
to spread the spread of Islam.
Then the value that can be taken at the event (Hijrah) is
1. Sacrifice
2. In making changes it cannot be done individually
3. Seriousness that will make Islam bangkin
He also delivered in his lecture about the explanation of the time in the changes
he conveyed, namely the Fajr time in Surah Al-Fajr, the Duha time in Surah AdDhuha, the Asr Time in Surah Al-Ashr and the night time in Surah Al-Lail where
this explanation is based on the Qur'an.

After that, the Chancellor of Medan Area University delivered his remarks that
expressed his gratitude to the congregation who had attended the routine activities
carried out while commemorating 1 Muharram 1441 H also he reiterated the
awesomeness of time-time delivered by Mr. Ustadz which had a positive impact
on the employees, especially during Fajr.
After this routine study activity is finished, it is continued with lunch together to
better establish friendship and to take care of Ukhwah Islamiyah Civitas
University of Medan Area.

